M-Learning with Self-Regulation Strategies for Mathematics Learning

Abstract - Most of the students face difficulties in learning of mathematics, students need help for solving mathematics problems. The self-regulated model can help learners to regulate their own learning. This Mobile application of self-regulated learning model to improve the performance of students through the use of hints for solving problems. Total of 60 children were selected from three different schools. Students were divided into two groups control group and the experimental group. The classroom environment was followed by the control group and SRL mobile application used by the experimental group. A post-test method was applied at the end to validate the result. The calculated value of T-test was greater than the value of the T distribution table at level of 0.05 with confidence level of 95%.
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INTRODUCTION

Self-regulation is the self-directive process in which learner alters their mental abilities into academic knowledge. Self-regulated learners control their behavior toward goals of getting information, enhancing their expertise, and self-improvement of their knowledge, such learners set their learning goals or monitor their learning progress. Self-regulation defined as a framework for the students to become active and directed towards learning and achieving goals. Today’s students need of mixing of different ways of learning like self-regulatory learning strategies into their curricula which is also recommended by researchers. Self-regulated learners as individuals who are cognitively, motivationally, and behaviourally play the active role who participating in their learning process. During the last few years, learning through self-regulation skills has acquired a crucial role in all areas of learning including sport and academic learning; medical and mathematics, sciences, and technological disciplines [1].

Expert learners manage their learning goals at each stage of life. In self-regulated learning tutorials, students can make self-assessments to improve their performance. Smartphone applications provide a facility to the learners to assessments their expertise regardless of specific time or location. These smart devices allow users in remote areas, where there is a lack of infrastructure and suitably of Self-regulation is the self-directive process in which learner alters their mental abilities into academic knowledge. Self-regulated learners control their behavior toward goals of getting information, enhancing their expertise, and self-improvement of their knowledge, such learners set their learning goals or monitor their learning progress. Self-regulation is defined as a framework for the students to become active and directed towards learning and achieving goals. Today’s students need of mixing of different ways of learning like self-regulatory learning strategies into their curricula which is also recommended by researchers. Self-regulated learners as individuals who are cognitively, motivationally, and behaviourally play the active role who participating in their learning process. During the last few years, learning through self-regulation skills has acquired a crucial role in all areas of learning including sport and academic learning; medical and mathematics, sciences, and technological disciplines [1].

Expert learners manage their learning goals at each stage of life. In self-regulated learning tutorials, students can make self-assessments to improve their performance. Smartphone applications provide a facility to the learners to assessments their expertise regardless of specific time or location. These smart devices allow users in remote areas, where there is a lack of infrastructure and suitably of qualified teachers, lack of learning material and content. The challenge is to present educational resources in such a way so can learn independently and smoothly. Many ways self-regulation skills can be implemented in intelligent tutoring systems, some are implemented as self-explanation models in which related examples of the problems are explained in detail, some are based on hint base approach. students see hints when solving problems, or they can follow tips to improve their knowledge, monitor and control themselves to educational content to present educational resources in such a way so can learn independently and smoothly. Many ways self-regulation skills can be implemented in intelligent tutoring systems, some are implemented as self-explanation models in which related examples of the problems are explained in detail,
Throughout this teaching experiment, students were successfully has been transferred to problem situations. They could draw pictures to comprehend the knowledge that was acquired. The majority of the students who were interviewed stated that they understood the difference between proportional reasoning and some of the problems in the test questions. Over 4 weeks, self-regulated learning was introduced to various types of modeling proportional situations. Topics included were double number lines, geometrical shapes, Cuisenaire rods, and decimal pipes. One of the most successful models was the double number line. Students understood the difference between 50 and 25 percentage points on the scale and in the subsequent discussions, many of the students realized that how many milliliters resembled other percentage amounts. Self-regulated learning in mathematics involves developing awareness among students to provide problem-solving options and strategies.

**Introduction to M-Learning**

The quick growth of mobile technology has created a new zone that is known as mobile learning technology. This technology can be a powerful tool for strengthening children’s home connection with the school connection [9]. Mobile phone is being used as an e-School bag system at Aletheia University in Taiwan [8]. These devices become a part of our daily routine and culture of about every student and teacher. M-Learning can be assumed as a suitable platform for everyone at any age of life to continue learning. Courses of distance learning programs can use mobile learning as the tool for transferring the knowledge and provide a valuable source for the learners ubiquitously at any time.

According to research conducted by the Learning and Skills Development Agency (LSDA) from the UK, young people might soon be using mobile phones as a learning tool to help for improving their English and Mathematics skills. Mobile learning can support students in building their confidence with technology-based learning [10].

Mobile learning provides the digital learning environment and support tools they need, organized for access at any time. Even whether learners are traveling, working away from their normal office location, in the field or at home, using such a mobile learning environment, students can access their learning materials wherever they are located and whenever they want to access them. Students can access their desired courses, can view a lot of other types of digital information, such as videos, PDF files and Office documents. Another advantage of some types of mobile learning apps is that it doesn’t need of internet package. Students can learn free of cost, students just need of internet connection for installing the app.

**Self-Regulated Learning Strategies for Students**

These strategies include Goal setting [11], planning [8], self-inspiration [12], attention control [13], learning policies [14], Help-Seeking [11].
Mobile Learning for Education and Teachers Training

Mobile phone technology has modernized numerous sides of life in the evolving economy of the world and inspires its use to enhance the quality of education for students. Mobile learning plays an active role in providing the latest educational resources in the current educational atmosphere, particularly relative to teacher’s training, worth of education, literacy and education for adults. Mobile technologies can be used to improve the standards of education, teaching traditions, teaching faculty development, and for improving inquiry-based learning. The community of research standards has endorsed that it can enrich, spread, and develop the concept and activity of getting knowledge itself, beyond the previous ideas of learning. The learning which is customized for the abilities of individual learners or groups of learners is termed Personalised learning. M-learning can be interactive by combining mobile technology within one package of audio, web, and mobile. The challenges for the implementation of m-Learning described by Krull and Matlinson (2006), are device limitations, education material which is to be followed, teacher’s training, safety on learning, security of mobile devices, and time to time maintenance of such devices, and the cost of implementing of such educational apps. A learning model is Pedagogical that emphasizes teachers who are the controlling part of the learning model. According to Keough (2005), a new philosophical learning term is known as mobigogy which assimilates pedagogy (teacher-controlled learning). Everyone wants to be connected with their cell phones at any time, at any stage, and the place to ease their work. The busiest schedule of day-to-day activities faced by students and teachers can demoralize them to participate in the learning process. The benefits of mobile learning as described by Kyun and Baek are the implementation ubiquitous learning environment. Ubiquitous, according to Oxford advanced dictionary for learners, explains that learning that seems to be everywhere or at several places at the same times or at different times. Users of Mobile learning can be more self-confident while dealing and working with IT technology such as mobile phones, PDA’s, and Tablets.

IMPLEMENTATION OF SELF-REGULATION IN MOBILE SYSTEMS

The skills of learning through self-regulation define the achievement of students with computer/Mobile assisted learning. A technology-enriched process which in turn enhanced self-regulation and inspiration of students [20]. It allows students to see tips while solving questions to complete a task. Studies demonstrated that by using mobile apps we can engage students in the cycles of learning through self-regulation [12]. One way of self-regulation strategy is that students may lose their score for seeing tips, relating to the number of questions a student skips while appearing in a quiz. The average time students consume to solve each question in a quiz is the degree of the skills of students. This research...
plans a method of achievement of the award or penalizes to the students consequently. Levels of the students or questions during a quiz determine how well the student performed in the quiz. Achievements that can be implemented in self-regulated systems can be upgrading the marks on the quiz, implementation of awarding points can also be in favor of students so they can acquire more features of the particular mobile app and virtual trophies should be awarded according to their performance they achieve. Feedback strategy in the last for asking the students what are their views about performing in their tasks and consult with tips to increase their performance. Students should also be allowed to access more difficult quizzes when needed, after completing the level student gets a noticeable performance on what they got ata particular level and students can access a more difficult quiz level on condition.

EXISTING MOBILE LEARNING APPLICATIONS FOR SELF-REGULATION.

In the following section, some of the mobile applications are given which are based on self-regulated learning ways.

**Practi**
Practi[20], This is a commercial mobile application that permits students to accomplish math and science practice[20], created and provided by teachers of a particular school. This application Practi is capable of granting points to students so that students should be allowed to unlock more features and get virtual trophies according to the score level they achieve. The students may also obtain feedback when they are busy with a task and get consult with tips to improve student’s performance. Students can have more difficult quizzes when needed, trophies are awarded as feedback on their performance.

**Mod Math**
Mod Math designed by Danikipfin 2016 this is an iPad application for primary to middle school-aged students to create basic mathematics problems. Mod Math is developed for individual children who learn basic math problems. There are many mathematics apps available which deal with the use of a division sign, align fractions and keep alignment with key input. Mod Math app, as compared to other apps provides a worksheet format of questions to provide addition, subtraction, multiplication and division problems along with tools through which we create fractions, equations and division symbols with the use of a remainder sign or without using a remainder sign. This app also provides hints material for solving problems with editing or entering numbers and we can also enter numbers in a left to right alignment.

**Math Tutor: Addition and Subtraction Application.**
Math Tutor [18], This is an android platform-based app designed to help children to learn necessary addition and subtraction. This also helps teachers to monitor and review children’s progress. Part of this app help students to learn and practice single-digit addition and subtraction by using number and images as shown in Fig.II-2 addition and subtraction. This app is designed as GUI based so that children become attracted to make learning progress in an easy and fun style. Students earn medals after doing exercises when they learned a particular level.

Using visual concepts of taking things with no. of objects like fruits to count and find the answers. On completion, students obtain different color star medals. The result is received on the number of correct and incorrect responses with percentage and medals. When the child moves to the scoreboard result of the exercise can be viewed and the child can see the medals, he/she earned on the total percentage child achieved.

**Mobile Mathematics Tutoring (MoMT)**
Mobile Mathematics Tutoring (MoMT)[19], permits the learners to make participate in dialogue or create ideas in a textual way, in image format, audio or in the video, which is conveyed by the way of using the email client of the mobile device. When students confront with questions or difficulties which they are solving, it makes some difficult for them to find someone to help them. They go to review the textbook again and again for solving difficulties, or ask classmates or their teacher on the next days and even in some conditions they become unable to submit their assignments. Mobile Mathematics Tutoring (MoMT) system support for primary level of students. It supports mathematics learning with the help of mobile devices for young students. MoMT offers tutors facilities for four basic arithmetic operations (+, -, *, /) for which MoMT can provide the solution. MoMT tutor can help learners at any time and in any place. MoMT can combine a learner’s tutoring and practice history to deliver personalized on what he/she has already learned or improve in what he/she has not mastered.

**Algebra**
Roberts, et al., (2011) presented the Nokia Mobile Learning for Math Learners. It starts works from theory sections and quick answer questions belonging to the database of 10000 questions (MCQs, true or false, spot the error and open-ended questions), topics are placed in categorical order of difficulty and type. Results disclosed that it makes conceivable to use a networking platform for teenagers to work mathematics problems at home. One year later Kalloo and Mohan designed Mobile Math. To support secondary level school children to improve their performance in algebra.
**AnimalWatch**
AnimalWatch[20], is based on word problem-solving. In AnimalWatch, students whose target is to solve word problems with reliable information about various domains of the math field. This practice solving of errors of the problems to make the approximation of the student’s skill with each mathematics topic, and it makes the selection of problems that the student be able to solve by using integrated help resources. When students solve difficult problems in one topic successfully, the system will interchange its state with the new mathematics topic. Students do not solve all problems, in the same way, students do not see all problems to work with the same way as they see in the help section, or move at the same pace through the mathematics topics.

**Sketch2Go**
sketch2go[24] application teaches students about how to draw graphs. It empowers students to draw graphs, using icons on the behalf of constant, increasing, and decreasing functions that change at constant, increasing, or decreasing rates. The regulation feature of this app provides instantaneous feedback on the drawn graph by presenting a graph on the rate of change.

**MathWars**
MathWars[20] It is a Mxit application that provides mathematics and science content and support assessment. The MathWars application is composed of different modules. One module is a quiz. All users of this application start at level one and continue to the higher level after finishing the minimum number of tests at the particular level and achieve an average score beyond a quantified score. Collection of test questions are adapted by merging questions from the previous level if the user average is low, and merging questions from the next level if the user score average achieved is higher. The questions were designed from the previous national Mathematics Olympiad competition questions and those questions are problem-solving type questions. The MathWars application also delivers support for learners who are involved in the Govan Mbeki Mathematics Development Unit (GMMDU) based on the Science faculty of the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University (NMMU) in the South African program by providing entrance to mathematics and science tests used for summative assessment.

Droidmatics:Droidmatics[21] application explains the process of solving math problems step by step also notifies tricks for solving the problem. At the end the lesson assessment exam is taken to examine the student’s proficiency, the student has to pass. A rank is proposed at the end of each lesson for the students being encouraged and challenged in answering the questions.

**BubbleMath**
This is a game-based learning application that was designed to learn the multiplication of numbers. Therefore, it is best for children between the age of 6-9. There are two different modes of this app first is in a training mode and the second is in a contest mode. This is just like learning with gaming, story-based learning is that you are into the sea and you have different surroundings; when the game is over you are converted into a specific character of the sea. This inspires the children to play it again with more effort.

**T-TEST METHOD**
The T-Test is a type of systematic statistical measurement, this is used to find out if there is a significant difference between the means of two groups and there maybe a relation in groups in certain features[4]. It is widely used when the data sets are recorded as the result of flipping a coin even 100 times but there would be no difference in the result of both groups. We can call this T-Test a hypothesis tool that can be applied to the assumptions or expectations applicable to a population.

One of the most generally used statistical tests is to measure the significance of small data sets (<=30) is the collection of Student’s tests. Collection of these tests are used for comparing of two means. The result of such tests is the acceptance or rejection of our hypothesis. Smaller the T-score means there is more similarity between the groups and larger the T value means there is a difference in the groups.

**Formula for Performing T-test**
To find out the T-test requires three types of data values. These include the difference between the mean values of both groups this is called the mean difference, the standard deviation of each group, and the number of data values of each group that are used to make a comparison[22]. The result of the T-test is called a T value. This calculated T-value is compared with the value obtained from a critical value table this table is called a T distribution table. This assessment helps to determine how much the difference between the means occurred by chance, or whether the data sets have an actual difference. The T-test result may answer whether the difference between the groups represents a true difference of the study or if it is just a worthless statistical difference [23].

There are three types of t-testing methods:

Independent sample T-Test: An independent sample T-Test was used to compare the means of two groups. For example, comparison the mean of two groups of students.

Paired sample T-Test: Paired sample T-Test used to compare the means of the same group at different times. For example, compare the means of a group at different intervals like at the interval of one month or one-year interval.
One sample T-Test: It is the mean of a single group against the specified known number, says for example, what is the mean of students who secured A1 Grade in the examination.

Variables involved in T-Test: When calculating the T-Test of result, one should know about p-value, confidence level, Degree of freedom. Every T value has a P-value related to it. This p-value is also called statistical significance level; P-value is the probability that specifies that sample data or result came out by chance. Lower P-values are decent they indicate that result did not come by chance, for example, the p-value of .05.

Likewise, all significant test results are provided in the form of confidence level (CL). Mostly Confidence levels that are used are 90%, 95% and 99%, but normally 95% of the confidence level is standard level.

A confidence level of 95% means that if suppose our null hypothesis is rejected, we have 95% or more confidence that we did the right thing.

**Directional and Non-Directional T-Test:** When doing analysis on data or working with results, you will have to decide about a statistical test. Our statistical test may be one-tailed (Directional test) or two-tailed (Non-directional).

**One-Tailed Hypothesis:** A directional hypothesis predicts the actual direction in which findings of the observation will go, this type of test is usually carried out when the actual research has been carried out earlier. For example, students did not achieve the A1 grade on the test.

**Two-Tailed Hypothesis:** This is a non-directional hypothesis, results of this type of test can go in both directions, and either may go in positive level or may go on a negative level. For example, what strategy of learning is better either through books or through mobiles.

**CHALLENGES IN UTILIZING TECHNOLOGY FOR MATHEMATICS LEARNING**

Mathematics educational research is highlighted by using the apps and associated pedagogies. U.S. National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) described that “Help of technological tool is crucial for learning Mathematics to compete with the 21st-century educational environment, and all educational institutes must ensure nearly all their students they must have access to technological learning”. Due to the mobile device’s increased pervasiveness and instructional features, mobile learning is becoming one of the key current inclinations of educational apps for the new technologies.

There are numerous challenges for introducing and utilizing mobile technologies in our learning atmosphere such as the teacher’s faith about the worth of technology in the learning environment is important in their pedagogical reasoning, one most important of the prime challenges in mobile learning is the needs of various learner types who stress one tool among different Media. Permitting educators to familiarize their pedagogical thoughts and practices in response to learning prospects provided by technology, is expected that can be a very difficult and complex process. Deficiency of expertise among teachers’ knowledge and interest to learn among children is reported as a bundle of obstacles. This is additionally reinforced by the researcher who cited several matters with teachers’ use of the technological tools. Another challenge for the implementation of mobile technology as practical learning refers to educational institutes’ difficulties. It is noted that this wall of blockage includes the absence of technologically supported professionals, deficiency in getting funds, and lack of adequate professional development. However, the main barrier that has been noted about implementing and using mobile devices was understood to be teachers’ hesitancy for initiating efforts for using mobile devices as a teaching tool.

**METHODOLOGY**

This research is based on the goal to develop an android app that provides strategies of self-regulation to help the learning of mathematics for class v for our primary schools of rural areas with the support of native language instructions.

Problem with the children learning mathematics is due to the lack of interaction with the subject whenever students face difficulty while solving the problems of the subject. This research study is based on the self-regulation learning strategies through which students empower their learning progress. Students overcome their weaknesses by interacting with our designed SRL application which is based on hints based approach of self-regulation. Our SRL application is an effort to grasp the knowledge of mathematics learning among children and to decrease the hindrances of mathematics learning. Students of class v level are fully dependent on the classroom environment, they will have to appear in classes regularly, they don’t have such mechanism that supersedes their hindrances of learning progress if they miss the class, they lost their opportunity to learn that class material, only they have books material for increase their interest and competency.

**Participants**

Students who participated in this study are selected from three different schools of Shahadpur, participation is based on random order.
**Procedure**

Questions of the tutorial are taken from the exercises of the class V mathematics book of Sindh textbook board Jamshoro and oxford university press book

For the evaluation of this research study, a Posttest method is designed to measure the performance of students. In the posttest method students are divided into two groups. Three topics are chosen to learn including percentages, averages and ratios, these three chapters taught one group of students in a classroom environment, and the same chapter was included in the SRL application of mobile another group of students learned through SRL application only. Students are asked to appear in the test. Mcq type test is conducted from the students on traditional pattern who learn through classroom environment and on a smartphone from the students who learn through mobile.

For the students who learn through mobile, a class is organized to teach children about how to use this Self-regulated mathematics tutorial on a smartphone or tablet, how to get hints on the specific question so that they can solve problems easily. After completing the test student will get their score. The result of Both post-test scores is statistically analyzed with t-test method to compare the performance of students.

**Result Collection Method**

Data is randomly selected, sixty children of 5th class from three different schools of Shahadpur. All of the students belong to the age group of 10 to 12. All students are much familiar with mobiles but they are unaware about using mathematics applications on mobile phones.

The Control group learn three chapters of 5th class i.e. percentage, average and ratio in the traditional way of the lecture through a classroom environment. The experimental group learn the same chapters but through smartphone application of mathematics. Both groups were given the time of one weak to learn 03 topics and they positively completed training in specified time.

**Analysis of Groups**

When comparing the mean of each topic of the experimental group with the mean of the control group, the variance of the control group is more than the experimental group, which indicates that result of the control group is dispersed but experimental group students marks are not dispersed their marks have little difference.
Table 3. Mean, Variance, S.D and C.V Result of Control Group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOPIC NAME</th>
<th>Proba- 5% bility Result</th>
<th>95% Confidence Level Result (C.L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratios</td>
<td>0.0085</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our calculated t value in all topics is higher than the T-Distribution value given in appendix-A, which is 2.045 thus our result is significant at \( p<0.05 \).

Analysis of the result of the test conducted at the end of both groups, it was explored that learning outcome of the experimental group was higher than the control group students, this determines that mean result of the experimental group was more than the mean result of control group mean result. In the overall mean score, the experimental group got 2.38 more mean than the control group. Control group students got more variations in their score as compared to experimental group students’ variation. In overall performance, the control group got 2.06 more variation than the variation of the experimental group. After calculating the results in mean and by viewing variations of both group students, these calculated values are applied in the T-Test standard formula to validate our calculated result through T Distribution Table.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATION

The focus of this research was to use self-regulation learning skills among children to enhance their skills with a better approach, to accomplish this task a SRL application was designed and deployed in a group of 5th class students along with another group of students who followed traditional classroom environment of the same class but students were different.

Results showed that after the learning session, the result of the experimental group was higher than the control group. Variation in the score of the experimental group was also closed as compared to the students of control group students, this depicts that the control group score is more scattered in our studied topics of the research study.

Based on the above mean score results t-value is calculated for all three results. Data is analyzed that students who work with self-regulated learning approach of tutorial got t-value higher at 95% confidence level and 5% probability. These three topics learning with mobile and test on the mobile device showed that the result of our SRL application is confident; the result did not come by chance. Evaluation of results showed that developed solution was so much beneficial for the students for learning purpose, it is too much recommended that why don’t to create other learning sources for the students just as this one tutorial designed in the native language. Other subjects tutorials should be designed and these types of SRL applications should be included in the curriculum so that students can take benefit from such sources, as we see there is a lot of online learning resources are available for learning. It is suggested like syllabus books, such SRL applications are advised to be followed among children of primary education for improving their skills of mathematics and also necessary for another subject too with more interactive learning strategies like game-based learning so that students get to compete with the increasing burden of knowledge and they can capture things quickly with these techniques.
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